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The Bewilderbeast

Josh Pyke & Binny Talib
Deep in the darkest, remote and most loneliest
jungle, there lives quite the one and the only-est.
Seen once in the wild, and then never again,
all that’s left are notes from a tracker’s own pen.
A nonsensical puzzle when seen piece by piece,
but when viewed as a whole . . . behold!
The BEWILDERBEAST!
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They thought they’d seen
monsters,
but in truth, weren’t quite
sure.
They described what they’d
seen
for the tracker to draw.
‘They’re horrific!’ some
shouted.
‘Bizarre!’ others claimed
.
They were wary and scared,
no two stories the same.
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The tracker stopped drawing
,
‘You’re all too confused.
I’ll see for myself, yes,
that’s what I’ll do!’
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Family Tree

Josh Pyke & Ronojoy Ghosh
It started with a seed,
and that seed was me.
And, over time, laughter filled my garden . . .
A heartfelt celebration of family, community and
the seasons of life to cherish and to share.

were gone,
So, for a time, they
,
to grow their own trees
in their own gardens.
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Miss Understood

Kathryn Apel & Beau Wylie
Is the wolf really as BIG and BAD as she
seems? Or is she just . . . misunderstood?
An irresistible story about being accepted
for who you really are.

I slunk up to the house of bricks
to try and straighten out this fix.

‘Little Pig!’ I tried the front.

‘L

l
it t

eP

ig,

‘Little Pig!’ I heard a grunt.

I will

be blunt.

co
t me me in
Le
!
’
‘Not by my hairy chinny-chin,’
scoffed Little Pig. ‘You can’t come in!’

I wanted to apologise,
g lies!
but Pig just ran off, squealin

‘The Big Bad Wolf is after me!’

Wee,

wee, wee,
wee, wee,
wee,

wee!
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Hope is a Spark

Colin Buchanan & Serena Geddes
When it’s gloomy and grim,
when it’s dreary and dark,
be it ever so small,
hope is a SPARK!
A book that celebrates the small joys in life
through the power of togetherness and hope.
Hope is th

e raindrop that falls in the stream.

I t f l o w s to a

river

t h a t g l i s te n s

and gleams.

In the shifting of
sha
that creep dows
in th
e ni

ght

,

hope

is the su
nrise!
Hope is a light!
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Most water molecules arrived
when our planet formed.
They happened to be in the
dust cloud which went on
to become our solar system.

The Marvellous Manner of Water

Philip Bunting
Water is the stuff of life, none of us would be
here without it. But what can we learn from it?
Take a plunge into the big blue, to discover the
life lessons water has to teach you.

So while that glass of water might appear a little
so-so, ho-hum or even hum-drum at first glance,
it didn’t simply spring from your local lake ...
Achoo!

Later, other water molecules
made it to Earth by hitching
a ride on frozen comets.

The mar vello

But once they had landed here
on Earth, there was no escape.
The same water molecules have
been cycling around our world
for billions of years.
the water in your glass was formed
billions of years ago ... in Space!

Clifford, be careful!

nt of water
The persistent moveme
us. Streams,
forms the world around
and even entire
rivers, valleys, lakes,
by the patient,
continents are shaped
water.
consistent action of

Water crashes into
cliff* over time,
causing erosion.

Cliff 2.

Cliff 1.

Edge of land
mass a long
time ago.

Edge of land
mass a long,
long time ago.

Cliff 3.

Edge of land
mass not so
long ago.

us manner
o

Waves.

Cliff.

This section
will fall as the
notch deepens.

*The land mass,
not the seagull.

the
As the waves wear away
that’s
rock in this notch (yep,
cliff
a technical term), the
above gradually collapses
into the sea.

(or Clifford, when
he’s in trouble
with his mum.)

Polly.

She’s 95% water,
you know.

Perspiration.

We use water to help
regulate our body
temperature, by
sweating through
our skin.

Tears.

Without even blinking
an eyelid, our bodies
use water to create
tears, to keep our
vision clear.

Cells.

The cells that make up
the organs in your body
are around 70% water.

Defecation.

Depending on health
and diet, our poop
contains around
75% water.

As we go about our business, we
hairy humans each lose
litres of water per day through our
pee, poop, sweat, and breath
(and tears, if we graze a knee). We
replace that lost water
through food and drink, so that
our brilliant bodies
can continue to do their thing:

unge into th
e big blue,
to discover
the life less
ons
water has to
teach you.

Brain.

Water carries essential
oxygen and nutrients to
your busy brain, as well
as creating a protective
layer around it.

Respiration.

We each exhale around
a cup of water each
day through our
breath!

Blood.

Your blood is 75%
water. We use water
in our blood to
transport nutrients
and oxygen around
our bodies.

Urine.

We use water to help
flush waste from our
bodies. Your pee
contains around
95% water.

Water is th
e stuff of li
fe, none
of us would
be here wit
hout it.
But what c
an we learn
from it?
Take a pl

water.
All life on Earth is connected through
of something
It reminds us that we are a part
much greater, older and marvellous.

Thanks!

Like water, we should do our
best to stay humble and to help
those around us to live and grow
(especially the little ones).

Wherever this world takes you,
and ...
it might just help to be like water,

f water.

Notch.

Cliff.

The mar vel
l
manner of wous
ater.

The Wild Guide to Starting School
The

Laura & Philip Bunting
Hey, wild thing! Are you about to start school?
Then it’s time to get set for your wildest
adventure yet. Follow this simple guide and
you’ll learn everything you need to know.

wild
guide to starting school.

The wi l d guide to

4

School essentials.

It’s a good idea to test out
your equipment
before your first day to make
sure you know
how to use it properly.

star ting
school.

Crayons.

Sticky tape.

Carrying your lunch and
school equipment.
Hide and seek.

Scissors.

Drawing, writing and other
colourful creations.
Lunch.

Protractor.
The three corners
of a half-s andwich
will always add
u p to 1 8 0 °

Used for:

Craft, artwork, sticking stuff
into your workbook.

8

Not used for:

Turning your teacher into
a sticky, grumpy mummy.

Your classroom.

Welcome

wild things!

m (P) 32 pp
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Backpack.

habitat. It’s an exciting
Your classroom is your new
make, do, and learn.
place with lots of things to
,
e of how to do something
Remember, if you’re unsur
classmate.
just ask your teacher or a

Chopping paper and string.
Haircuts.

Measuring your angles.
Enhancing your smile.
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This is Not an Egg

Laura & Philip Bunting
This is not a book about an egg. This is a book
about imagination! And friendship. And the magic
that happens when the two unite. So take a walk
on the wild side and see the world through the
mind of one mischievous marsupial.
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Right, counting she
ep does
always work.
I know! I’ll sing you
a soothing lullaby.

NO T

S

E EE EE PE P

Pull up your blanke

t.

!P !

S L E E

PE

LE
E EE

W EI RD

. . . that should hav
e worked. Ahhh,
I know what it is. You
’re not tucked in pro
perly!

Higher!

No,

!

H
H
G
G
H
G
AA

A

H IG H E R!

out of hot water!
It’s FREEZING! We must have run
I mean, it’s fine once you’re in.
So . . . relaxing.

But you’re

STIL L awake!

PLE ASE , GO TO SLE EP!

Why Won’t You Sleep?!

Adam Wallace & Carla Martell
Can’t sleep? It can be hard to nod off sometimes.
But don’t worry, we know just the thing to make
you tired . . .
What, still awake?
WHY WON’T YOU SLEEP?!
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Now, if you’ll come this way,
this is our school band.
When they have a question,
they ALWAYS

raise a hand!
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Here we have a classroom,
where we follow the four Ls!
Look and Learn and Listen,
and lastly no . . .

Monster School Rules

Rory H. Mather & Carla Martell
Welcome to Monster School!
Yes, it’s quite a sight.
Listen up, cause there are rules:
the first one is DON’T BITE!
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Get Back In Your Books!

Rory H. Mather & Shane McG
There were pirates in the paperbacks,
a bear in fantasy.
Then I saw a smiling cat,
staring straight at me.
Why are all these book characters on the loose?
e werebooks!
They need to get back‘Tinhertheir
pi r

a tes in the paperba

a bear

in fanta
sy.
Then I sa
w a smilin
g ca t,
staring
straight
at me.’

That was when I realised
just what was out of h
w c .
So I grabbed a megaphone a k
and stared out at the pack.

cks,

I cleared my throat and waite
d,
I got a LO T of looks,
then I yelled out,
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Crumbs

Phil Cummings & Shane DeVries
On a wintry city street, a one-legged
bird dances for crumbs to eat . . .
but Ella has nothing to give. Then her
father shows how a simple act of
human kindness can spread joy to all.

The man with prick
le-bush whiskers
and wild
hair took a crum
pled paper bag
from his coat.
Ella and her fath
er watched as he
emptied it
into the palm of
his weathered hand
, until . . .

the bird hopped
over and
gently ate the crum
bs.
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Joe and the Stars

Phil Cummings & Connah Brecon
In the red dust, where the sky is wide, Joe loves
watching the stars. He marvels at their mystery
and wonder. But when his family moves to the
city, the stars are hard to see. Will Joe find a
way to make them shine again?

In the spreading bran
ches
hung a wind chime
Joe had made
with his grandpa,
using tin and twin
e.
It tinkled gently in

the breeze.
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Graham’s Got the Grumps

,
S
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s
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P. Crumble

G

P. Crumble & Matt Shanks
Graham has stubbed his toe, walked to school in
the rain and his sandwich was stolen by a bird.
How can Graham turn his grumps to grins?
Turn upside down and read from the back to find
out!
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his sandwich.

s

GRINS
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Run, Bunny, Run!

Matt Shanks
Oh no! Bunny is late to deliver her
Easter eggs.
And she keeps getting distracted
along the way!
Will she ever deliver her eggs in
time for Easter morning?

Bunny loved honey,

She hopped through
the lush green field.

so she stopped
to try some.

‘Oh no!

Run, Bunny,

run!’

‘Honey, Bunny? Yum!’
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A Duck Called Brian

Al Murphy
All out of Duck Nuts, fresh out of milk and now
his best friend, Gregory, is nowhere to be found!
Only a miracle can save Brian’s day from total disaster!

Next, he came across Neil and Tina,
who were icing a gigantic cake.
‘Good morning, Neil and Tina,’
said Brian. ‘Have you seen Gregory?’

‘That does look like fun,’ said
Brian. ‘But I need to find Gregory.’
And he carried on his way.

16/6/21 10:20 am
16/6/21 10:20 am
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Later still, Brian came across a
group of sunbathing ducks in what
appeared to be a mass sunbathing
festival. ‘Good morning,’ said Brian.
‘Has anybody seen Gregory?’
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‘That does look like fun,’ said Brian.
‘But I need to find Gregory.’ And he carried on his way.
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Who’s a Goose?

Scott Stuart
There’s a barrel of monkeys and giraffes in a tower.
A loud band of gorillas, and frogs in the shower.
Then there’s these two, who are called Bill and Bruce
. . . and one of them is definitely a very silly goose!

One goose is

Bill, will you please keep qu ie

goose.

t!

And two goose is

gee se!

I’m trying
to teach!
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Koala Ark

Stephen Michael King
Through the smoke, in a tiny battered boat,
Koala sets out to rescue the billabong friends.
From the multi-award-winning author
and illustrator who brought you Three,
Rainbow Bear and Leaf comes a tale of care,
companionship and renewal.

Trim size & extent: 280 x 230mm (P) 32 pp
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Trick Number Two
Nick Bland & Stephen Michael King
With a BING! and BOOM! and BAM!
and BLAST!
Each trick was more dazzling than
the last . . .
“We haven’t got one single trick.
Teach us, Wizard, teach us, QUICK!”
Three little wizards are in a hurry
to learn all of the Wise Old Wizard’s
magic tricks . . . but everybody has
to start at ONE.
A magical collaboration from
two of Australia’s most loved
children’s book creators.

Trim size & extent: 280 x 210mm (P) 24 pp
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Rights: World excl. ANZ

Ming’s Iceberg

Kiri Lightfoot & Kimberly Andrews
Ming lives in Antarctica and is curious to visit the place
where the ocean meets the sky. She leaps onto an iceberg
as it breaks away from the ice shelf. As the iceberg drifts
into warmer oceans, it gets smaller… and smaller… and
Ming is all alone in the big blue sea. Finally rescued by a
kindly whale and delivered home, her adventurous spirit is
undiminished. “What’s up there, where the mountains meet
the sky?” Enter Albert Ross, the albatross...

Trim size & extent: 250 x 240mm (P) 32 pp
Pub date: October 2021
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Lion Guards the Cake

Ruth Paul
The house is quiet, no one is awake, and Lion guards
the cake. Little by little the cake disappears ... but
where does it go?
Lion is full of pride when it comes to guarding his
home, and when a birthday cake has been made for
the next day’s celebrations, he goes where he is
needed most ... to guard the cake. But in the morning,
the household awakes to a chaotic scene. What
happened when Lion was guarding the cake?
a big fat paw, with
more than one claw,

and hear not a snore,
but a . . .

13/10/2021 12:06

a big fat paw

LGTC insides tall 2.indd 18-19

with a

very sharp claw!

And just to be sure,
Lion checks the cake.
He straightens up
She scarpers away, a little bit sore.

a wobbly bit,
and jiggles the pieces
to make them fit.

Then, once again . . .
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That’s What Dragons Do

Raymond McGrath
The wild and imaginative play of two little
girls before bedtime gets more and more
rowdy, with everything from dragons to
fire trucks to cupcake fairies and diggerdumper drivers and spaceships ... until in
comes Daddy to tuck them in and turn out
the light ... because that’s what DADDIES
do!
Trim size & extent: 265 x 215mm (P) 32 pp
Pub date: August 2021
Rights: World excl. ANZ
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Pain toad

CANE TOAD

CANE TOAD

Yummy quiche
Lorraine toad

Vain toad
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Laura Sieveking

Meh.

No-one Really Knows a Cane Toad

Katie Abey

Laura Sieveking & Katie Abey
Cane toad
Brain toad
Riding on a train toad…
If you think you know cane toads, then think again!
A hilarious book about cane toads, like you’ve
never seen them before!

Laura Sieveking

Katie Abey
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Bad Bunny

Jonathan Bentley
‘I like to play tricks and pick my nose! I put spicy sauce
on vegetables and bathe myself in slime. That’s why
they call me Bad Bunny!’
But when a fox comes into the woods, can Bad Bunny
save the day? And is he really bad after all?
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Good bunnie
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Bad Bunny
likes to sto
mp around
and toot rig
ht up their
noses!
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We Found A Cat

Heidi McKinnon
Look! We found a cat.
It has whiskers and a long tail,
it has to be a cat . . . doesn’t it?

Cats have whisk
ers and
love to purr . .
.
it has to be a cat
.
It’s a very lou

d cat!

Sure, cats are great!

Maybe Dad likes
dogs better?
Mum loves cats.
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Grandpa versus Swing

Tania Sickling & Lael Chisholm
Playful Grandpa gets in a bit of a tight spot when he takes the kids
to the playground to try out the new swings! Can Grandma come
to the rescue? A hilarious and heart-warming tale of mishap and
adventure.

Grandpa Loves You/
Grandma Loves You

Anna Pignataro
Two captivating books filled with warmth and
the joyous bond between grandparents and
their grandchildren from the acclaimed and
best-selling author and illustrator of The Heart
of a Whale, which was named the winner of the
International Book Award for Children’s Picture
Books, 2020.
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My Mum

Chris Kennett
We love our mums!
We all agree.
But what are mums?
Let’s read and see.
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I love my daddy even though
he can't do my hair right.
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My daddy is funny when he dances
because he goes wibble wobble!
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Happy Father’s Day
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Real kids & David Creighton-Pester
I love it when my daddy turns into
a tickle monster!
A celebration of fathers everywhere,
in the words of real kids.
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The 12 Days of Christmas

Louis Shea
On the first day of Christmas
my true love gave to me:
a partridge in a pear tree.
Climb the partridge’s pear tree to see
all the weird and wacky Christmas gifts.
How will the partridge cope as the pear
tree fills up?
Christmas
On the tenth day of
to me:
my true love gave

lo
10

leaping,
rds a

9 ladies dancing,
8 maids a milking,

7 swans a swimming,
6 geese a laying,
5 golden rings,
4 calling birds,
3 French hens,
2 turtle doves,
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The Story of Swoop

Matt Owens & Emma Gustafson
Heart-warming internet sensation! A true story of animal
rescue and release. When firefighter Matt stopped to rescue
a lost magpie chick, a very special friendship unfolded.
Swoop the magpie soon became part of Matt’s family, along
with Mogli the cat. But where are her feathered friends?

and when Swoop finally
grew her flight feathers
,
she and Mogli went on
adventures together.
One day, when they were
wandering along the beach,
they saw a beautiful

Matt drove down the caught
As firefighter
something in his rear-view mirror

country road,
out of the firetruck.
his eye. He pulled over and got
huddled a baby bird.
There on the side of the road
and all alone.
hungry
cold,
It was a little magpie
to fly.
was injured, and too young
Firefighter Matt could see it
care of you,” Matt
“Don’t worry, little one, I’ll take
up in his gloved hands.
said, as he scooped the chick

ON
AS SEEN
O
THE DOD

kingfisher.

The Little Yellow
Digger and the Big
Ship

Peter Gilderdale & Fifi Colston
Inspired by the TRUE STORY of
a giant container ship wedged
in a tight spot and blocking one
of the busiest waterways in
the world, this playful addition
to the classic and much
loved series sees the world’s
favourite LITTLE YELLOW
DIGGER come to the rescue –
again!
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This Old Thing

This old thing,

Cassandra Webb & Tony Flowers
When a young boy is asked to bring an object to contribute
to his class ANZAC project, he finds all kinds of old things—
some wildly exciting, others more confusing.
But a faded, forgotten photograph of his great-great grand
father makes sense of everything . . .

from long ago.

: 7 FLAPS: 0
216 × 286 SPINE

Some memories to keep,
some to let go.
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This old thing, from long ago.
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Duck and crawl, hide down low.

Cassandra Webb
illustrated by
Tony Flowers
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Remarkable Animal Stories from
New Zealand and Australia
Maria Gill and Emma Huia Lovegrove
Animal lovers will treasure these tales that
celebrate our furry, feathered, four-footed
and fishy friends. Includes photos and
fascinating facts about wildlife hospitals and
sanctuaries.
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For more information contact
Claire Pretyman

Email: claire_pretyman@scholastic.com.au

